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1. INTRODUCTION

ABSTRACT
Now days big data become one of the most interesting area in research and this study focus on the inefficiency of
knowledge sharing among big data community. Moreover, it reviews current knowledge grid models and the way
they can improve knowledge sharing through big data community while knowledge grid structure is for dealing
with huge amount of data.
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While technology revolution makes generating enormous data simple for
digital devices users all over the world and this phenomenon has extended
swiftly and ever-increasing scale which called big data. The scale is not the
only issue for managing these massive generated data, since it involves a
great variety of data forms such as text, sound, video etc., and time as other
dimension of data stream [1]. Big data community have been defined as
strength relationship between community members as decision maker,
service providers or social media users which can be individuals or
organizations while huge amount and variety of storage knowledge flow
among them around the world. These members join to the community
from variety areas such as health and human welfare, business and
commerce, government and public services, science and education, social
media and etc. to discuss, give advice, collaborate and exchange knowledge
and sources to improve their decision making, services and products.
Moreover, knowledge grid is a communication infrastructure which
obtains, represents and exchanges effectively massive data and
information while integrates and converts them into useful knowledge
through mining and reference methods [2]. It can modify distribute
knowledge between big data community members by using Grid
Computing for its high storage capability and processing power and Grids
were originally designed for dealing with problems involving large
amounts of data or compute-intensive applications [3,4].
2. METHODS

The research aimed to identify issues of knowledge sharing in big data
community and highlight currents knowledge grid’s models among big
data [5]. Analysis of results revealed difficulty of knowledge sharing
between community members’ interaction and collaboration and there is
gap in researches on sharing efficiency through the big data community.
Moreover, knowledge grid as communication infrastructure can effectively
acquires, represents and exchanges massive amount of knowledge
however current knowledge grid models focus on knowledge accessibility
through big data and there is lack of efficient knowledge grid model for
distributing knowledge among community members by considering their
satisfaction [6].
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The research has been reviewed the difficulty of converting raw data to

understandable knowledge and share it among big data community
members. This community is based on regular interaction, a common
objective, relationships and communication between the users as
individuals and organizations from different areas such as Medical,
Business, Education and etc., thus, facilitating knowledge flow between
members is significant [7]. Big data characteristics makes finding
valuable information among increasing rate of data, flow and distribute it
between users at real time complicated [1]. Table 1 shows there is
difficulty of knowledge sharing through the big data community while it
characteristics have direct impact of knowledge accessibility, reliability,
validity, security and privacy which lack of them cause inefficient
knowledge sharing among this community. So current situation of
knowledge sharing in big data chaos have significant distance from
facilitating.
Table 1: Knowledge sharing challenges among big data community
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In addition, knowledge grid as dynamic distribute system, connected
knowledge around worldwide and guaranteed proper knowledge
clustering as a minimum complete knowledge set for solving problems. To
achieve this goal, it needs to create new knowledge organization models
by finding the semantic relationship in collected knowledge which isn’t
statically stored [5-10]. In Grid number of servers are interconnected by
high speed network, which each server plays one many roles trough the
grid. It will help to increase storage capability which is so important in
big data [6, 11-17]. The Table 2 illustrate current Knowledge grid model
and their focus and gap through big data community.
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Table 2: Current Knowledge Grid models focus and Gap
Focus
Accessibility, Reliability and Security
Accessibility and Reliability
Accessibility, Security and Privacy

Gap
Validity and Privacy
Security, Validity and Privacy
Reliability and Validity

4. CONCLUSION
The research highlights issues of knowledge sharing in big data community
as massive volume of both structured and unstructured data which are
interconnected by considering user and organizations expectation as
member of community. Knowledge Grid as dynamic distributing system
which can handle massive data processing and storage facilitate knowledge
sharing. However, there is issue in accessibility, reliability, validity, security
and privacy of shared knowledge among the community which decrease
the efficiency of knowledge sharing and user satisfaction. Also, current
knowledge grid models focused on knowledge clustering among big data
and it accessibility and there is a lack of model to consider all the factors
which facilitate knowledge sharing.
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